Decree of Department Director
Rep. n. 477/2017
Prot. n. 35646 – III/13 of 31/07/2017


THE DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR

CONSIDERING the Law 240/2010 as modified by D.L. of February the 09th 2012, n. 5;

CONSIDERING the University Statute;

CONSIDERING the Administration, Finance and Accounting Regulations, issued with D.R. 151/int. of December the 23rd 1997 and following changes and integrations;

CONSIDERING University Regulations for Short Research Fellowships awarding, issued with D.R. 300/2014 of April the 24th 2014;


CONSIDERING the Commission, assigned with Director Decree rep. 438/2017 prot. 34249 – III/13 of 21/07/2017, and its minutes, attached to the present Decree;

VERIFIED the regularity of the selection;

Declares


Art. 2 Considering the Commission Documents, the winner is:
1) PANFILO Silvia.

Art. 3 Considering the Commission Documents, the suitable candidate is the following one:
- CECCONI Adriano.

Art. 4 The present Decree is published on 31/07/2017.

Venice, July the 31st 2017

SIGNED
The Department of Management Director
Prof. Gaetano Zilio Grandi
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